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Betna
By WILLARD L. STEINSIEI(
Re editorial on Laos: A fantastic
editorial - just wonderful. Keep it
up and maybe you will succeed in
getting someone killed on campus
this next time. Wouldn't that be
something great for you to write
about?
When are all of you going to open
your eyes and see? You want so
much to change the world-well, so
do I, and so do ·most people. I've
learned something, though. Anyone
who wants the world to be perfect
must start with himself. If you want
to end war don't start any new ones,
and do something about the war
much closer to you-like the war
between you and that other fool on
campus you hate so much, or for
some of you, the war between you
and the human beings labeled as
yow· parents.
Can't you see? Every time you
hate you are adding to the disease.

The greatest message of all time for . telling some stranger, in some way,
the rest of the world to see, would you care. If you would end war,
be if this campus could begin the which so degrades the human being,
hardest struggle of all-where each begin by realizing that people are
person must fight the battle within more than trees-or things to enjoy
himself. Physician heal thyself!
in bed. If you would end hate in the
Everything you've ever said or world, then learn to love! That is the
done that has hurt another human only way, and it isn't easy.
being is as significant as each child
The battle ground is not really in
murdered in Vietnam. They are what Vietnam or Laos, it is in your own
you have done toward making this hearts. Lose this war, and not only
world a living hell. Each day apathy you but everyone you touch is
and hate make their way around the dead-or might as well be, because
campus, or from it to the world life is worthless if it is just survival.
around us.
Perhaps that is enough to say, but
If you want to learn something I must add one more thing. If you
walk around and study people. It is want to know how to care, how to
so ironic that in the midst of love, there is a very good book on
thousands of people, if you look the subject, about a man who knew
closely you can see loneliness within how to love even those who hated
a large number of them. Do you and eventually killed him. And if
really think it matters that the you don't like him, at least take a
records office thinks you are a look at I Corinthians 13:1-10. It
number? What matters is that might help you start to find out
everyone you bump into trying to what it is to care.
get to class sees you as a thing, an
How about helping to fight the
obstacle. How long are you going to war here in our own hearts? We can
go on seeing people as trees that help each other. How about
move?
campaigning for this protest, this
If you would end apathy, begin by revolution? Please.

'The Answer Is 'No'-Now, Let's Hear The Suggestion!'
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Lobo
Letter

Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer t·han 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

NEW
MEXICO

Protesters

Kidding
Themselves
By RUSSELL SCOTT
During the last few days we have
seen some anti-war protest. As is
usual of people, they try to kid
themselves. The "peace treaty"
circulated by the National Student
Association (NSA) had some good
points, with one exception. They
kidded themselves that North
Vietnam would ever live up to a
treaty. She has already promised to
respect the neutrality of Laos and
Cambodia and blatantly violated the
same. Still, people kid themselves
and say, "North Vietnam's leaders·
are all right guys.''
Last spring the Viet Cong (VC)
and the NVA were ordered out of
Cambodia by the people of that
country. (Power to the people.) The
next thing that happened was that
thousands of NVA and VC troops
were marching toward Pnom Penh.
Tell yourselves that North Vietnam
has her heart 'in the right place.
There have been at least two major
all out ·offensives in Laos by NVA
troops since January, 1968. And
•
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Nixon Says Withdrawal Will Have Less Influence in SE Asia
WASHINGTON (UPI)- At an
impromptu news conference
yesterday President Nixon warned
the North Vietnamese that
American troops would remain in
Southeast Asia as an "incentive"
to Hanoi to release all American
prisoners of war.
Nixon would not say when the ·
U.S. combat role in South
Vietnam would end, but he said,
"As long as North Vietnam has
any Americans as prisoners of
war, there will be Americans in
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South Vietnam as an incentive to
release the prisoners."
While U.S. troops will continue
to withdraw as swiftly as their
safety can be guaranteed, the
Prsident said that as the United
States proceeds with its troop
pullout, it will have increasingly
less influence on events in
Southeast Asia.
Nixon also warned North
Vietnam that "We are not going
to make any more concessions" at
the Paris peace talks and that time

~
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was running out for meaningful
negotiations with the United
States.
He refused to speculate
whether South Vietnam might
extend its Laotian offensive into
North Vietnam. But, he added:
"I'm not going to place any
limitation on use of air power."
He specifically ruled out use of
tactical nuclear weapons in
Southeast Asia.
His message for the leadership
in Hanoi presumably was that if
serious negotiations do not begin
soon in Paris, the North
Vietnamese will find themselves
dealing with a government in
Saigon that is less willing to
negotiate reasonably.
"Time is running out for North
Vietnam if they expect to
negotiate with the United States,"
Nixon said.
For his part, he said, the United
S t a tes is not prepared to go
further than the negotiating
position he advanced in a major
speech last October. At that time,
he proposed a mutual cease-fire at
existing military positions and an
expanded Geneva·style conference
on the entire Indochina problem.
"I do not want to suggest there
will be any more concessions,"
Nixon said. "We are' not going to
make any more concessions."

On the offensive now under
way in Southern Laos, the
President relayed a report from
Gen. Creighton W. Abrams, the
U.S. military commander in
Vietnam, that South Vietnamese
forces were fighting "in a superior
way" and were now running into
"very heavy resistance."
The communists, Nixon said,
"have to fight here or give up the
struggle to conquer South
Vietnam or Cambodia."
He asserted that the Cambodian
campaign early last summer had
severed Hanoi's only other major
supply line into South Vietnam. If
the present as_sault against the Ho
Chi Minh trail network in Laos is
a success, he said, accelerated U.S.
troop withdrawals can be
expected.
Responding to strong
Communist Chinese protests over
the Laotian operation, Nixon
indicated he had no fear that
Peking would commit troops to
the conflict.
''As far as the actions in
Southern Laos are concerned,
they present no threat to
Communist China," Nixon said.
"They have no reason to react to
it. n
Nixon added that the United
States was not prepared to offer
any additional concessions

beyond the program for
negotiating he outlined in a major
speech last October.
Nixon was asked if an
American - backed South
Vietnamese incursion into the
southern panhandle of North
Vietnam would not be the next
logical step in the current policy
of geogr~phically expanding the
ground war into hitherto
off-limits ground areas in order to
cut supply trails.
He said he would not speculate
"on what South Vietnam may
decide to do" to protect its
interests. But he said there were
no restrictions on the use of
American air power.
The administration has sought
on several occasions to emphasize
to the North Vietnamese that
they should move to meaningful
negotiations at the Paris talks
while the United States still has
enough influence to affect the
course of events there. Otherwise,
the United States believes Hanoi
forces face the possibility of
negotiating with a South
Vietnamese government less likely
to take a reasonable position.
But as for the talks, Nixon
made clear "I do not want to
suggest there will be any more
concessions. We are not going to
make any more concessions."
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people still kid themselves that
North Vietnam is not an aggressor.
Let us not forget the lesson of
Neville Chamberlain in the late
1930's. First Nazi Germany took a
small chunk of Czechoslovakia, then
the rest. Then all of Austria went.
"There's nothing bad about Hitler,"
the people kidded themselves.
"Besides, we don't like war. If we
don't fight there will be no war."
"Here is a plan that will bring
Peace in Our Time," kidded
Chamberlain, "Those nice Nazis were
agreeable chaps to negotiate with."
But the time came when the free
world could kid itself no longer. A
bloody war was fought that might
have been prevented.
Today it is fashionable to call the
Nazis bad. But the Communists are
really nice guys. But before we kid
ourselves, see how little diffcrnece
there is between Nazism and,
Communism. Let us not forget
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Tibet.
The lesson the world should have
learned was that just as it takes two

Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
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U.S. Troop Presence 'Incentive to Hanoi'

Replaces Johnson in Top Senate Post

Overpopulation Series

opinion
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to start a fight, it takes two to
conclude peace. Pretending your
enemy is a nice guy won't bring
peace.
Some favor violent protest. We
would hope they learned a lesson last
spring. A very small minority ( 300
by Sarah Laidlaw's estimate, which is
two percent of last year's enrollment;
using the Journal's El,Stimate of
one-third being nonstudents, one and
one-third percent of the school's
students were involved) of our
student body seized the Union,
blocked the Stanford entrance and
succeeded in closing the school for
the other 98 percent. The National
Guard was called and by Monday 11
people had bayonet wounds, three
were hurt near the flag pole and six
at the Stanford entrance. No radical
student could understand why.
"We did no wrong," they kidded
themselves. "We represented the
whole student body, we were
fighting for the right and we
respected everyone else's rights.
Power to the people!" (Except those
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who disagree ;vith us.) They bla.-ned
President Ferrel Heady, President
Nixon, Gov. David F. Cargo and
Donald Duck for the people who got
hurt. Never themselves. No doubt, of
the hundreds of possible ways that
Cargo could have handled the crisis,
one was better, but not one radical
wanted to admit guilt or
responsibility for violating the rights
of others. They would rather kid
themselves and shout "Power to the
people!"
I am not a flag waver, I don't
believe that U-S-A spells "right." I
don't believe everything Richard
Nixon says and I don't confuse him
with God. I don't l.hink that
everything the United States has
done in Asia is right. I don't condone
the alleged atrocities of our troops at
My Lai or some others I saw myself.
I'm an ex-Marine and I've been to
Vietnam.
I've also seen the atrocities
committed by the NV A and VC. Let
us not kid ourselves and pretend
they do not exist. I have a friend
from North Vietnam. Ask him how
much he loves the Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese Communists.
I don't like the war in Southeast
Asia. It's a dirty, rotten war, and I'd
like to see it ended. But let us not
kid ourselves. Just as it takes two to
start a fight, it takes all people
concerned to conclude peace. If you
want peace, you must; talk to Hanoi.
She has shown no interest in peace
and neither she nor any other
Communist nation has ever lived up
to a treaty.

This poster of children was part
of an overpopulation series held
yesterday in the Union. The
series, sponsored by Spurs,
includes panel discussions and
special distribution of literature,
buttons and bumper stickers. See
related photo on page 3.

Senate Appoints Loy ProTem

Senate last night appointed
David Loy as president
pro·tempore of the Senate, a
position formerly held by Sam
Johnson.
The position was vacated by
Johnson's ascension to President
of the Senate because of Frank
Lihn's resignation.
In other business the Senate
approved the establishment of an
ASUNM directed Flea Market to
be held bi-weekly in the Union
Ballroom. The Flea Market would
enable students, faculty, staff and
administrators
to sell unneeded
Pickens asked the new
merchandise
by
renting a table in
president to take a look at the
the
Ballroom
for
$1.
larger issues facing the University
Also
approved
with great
and the country. "People will
controversy
was
a
bill
establishing
look to the GSA president for
Draft
Counseling
Service.
The
a
responsible, mature leadership,"
controversy arose when Loy, the
he said.
Jim O'Neill, newly elected sponsor of the bill, attempted to
vice-president and president of the have it moved from internal
council, oversaw the passage of a business (constitutional
by-law enabling the president to amendment) to the status of a
freeze any appropriation which he bilL After a series of six motions
in which the order of business was
felt was being misused.
switched from old to new business

GSA President Hansen
Outlines Goals, Problems
Newly elected GSA President
Bert Hansen said the tone of GSA
would be "a little louder" in his
inaugural speech Tuesday night.
He outlined his position on
GSA problems such as library
reform and the GA-TA situation
to the GSAC.
Hansen said he will initiate a
library task force to "help
alleviate the problem of not having
enough people to carry out the
pilot programs." He pointed out a
labor force would be able to carry
through the work of the
understaffed library trying to
establish improved conditions.
Hansen called upon faculty,
students and the administration to
work together. "Our job is to get
people to think of GSA when
they think of graduate students,"
he said.
Noting the idea of GSA was
met with pe~timism dbyHmany
people when 1· starte , ansen
praised the Pickens administration
saying, ''It turned out to be a
beauty. An organization that
really works." He added, "the job
has to continue. If we can work
with everyone on campus, we'll
work much better as a University

I VVAW: Anti-War Spirit Dead
~

~

The anti-war spirit in America is dead.
That is the assessment of Ralph Baca, a student senator and
t?
member of the newly formed Vietnam Veterans Against the
~ War (VVAW). One of the aims of the VVAW, which met last
~ night for the first time, is to reactivate this spirit, he added.
Nearly fifty people attended the meeting.
E
Legislatively, the VVAW hopes to start a lobbying
Pi
C
committee in Santa Fe, and, with the help of Senator Joseph
Montoya, obtain a State Charter for their organization, Baca
said.
Along with these proposals are. plans to form an
organization in "direct opposition to U.S. involvement in S.E.
Asia; to provide an organization that is capable of using the
~
power that veterans have to protect and serve the rights
granted by the G.l. Bill in regards to employment, racial
discrimination, police harassment, government assistance,
etc."; and to have an "organization capable of bringing forth
the facts of the outright crimes against humanity that soldiers
in the Armed Forces were forced to perpetrate in the name of
duty,"
according to literature passed out at the meeting.
by·la":s, pointing out /h~re ty.'ere
The group set plans for a rally March 14 in which they will
two d1ffercn.t means o se ec mg -a · ~
Presidential successor.
-- portray "various Vietnam atrocities" through a guerrilla
•
Bill Pickens and Duke Duquette ~ theater.
passed final statements to the
The group plans to seek· funding from ASUNM and the
national VV A W office located in New York.
council before Hansen gave his
presentation.
~

~

S
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the bill was passed.
The purpose of the Draft
Counseling Service would be to
inform students of their rights
under the Selective Service
System and would be composed
of a qualified draft counselor to
be appointed by the ASUNM
president, vice president and three
Senators.
In addition, the Senate
approved passage of a bill
governing the operation of the
Student Code. The bill prescribes
the period in which a bill passed
by the Senate would be effective.
Any bill existing beyond the date
of prescribed effectiveness or
ruled unconstitutional would be
removed from the Student Code.
Senator Kerry Sullivan, sponsor of

the bill, said the bill would also
require all new pieces of
legislation to include a date on the
limit of their effectiveness, a
policy previously not used.
In a heated debate Mike Casey
was confirmed as a member of the
Union Board by a vote of 8-7 with
two abstentions. The difficulty
arose when John Boudreaux of
the Presidential Appointments
committee presented a minority
report which said, "Casey didn't
have the ability to deal with such
key people as Union director Ron
Buam." Casey refuted
Boudreaux's accusations by saying
that he had "the ability and
strength to cope with Baum."
Casey's confirmation came when
Johnson broke a 7-7 tie.

House Committee Tables
Environmental Board Bill
SAN'rA FE- A bill to create
an Environmental Protection
Board was tabled yesterday by the
House Appropriations and
Finance Committee pending the
drafting of a substitute bill.
The tabling motion came after
the committee was unable to
agree on the wording of the. bill's
title-whether it should be a
"protection" or an
"improvement" agency.
Rep. Merrill Taylor (R-San
Juan) said, "The use of the word
'protection' in the title instead of
'improvement' gives the bill an
unprofessional air and shows a
lack of understanding by the bill's
drafters of environmental
management. We are not
in teres ted in 'protecting' the
environment. We are interested in
managing it. If we were just going
to 'protect' it we would all
starve."
Rep. James Koch (D·Santa Fe),
the bill's sponsor, countered,
however, that he had taken the
wording from an "Environmental
Protection Department" proposed

by President Nixon and added
that he "guessed" Nixon would
also be unprofessional according
to Taylor's criteria
If eventually created the agency
would be placed under the Health
and Social Services (HSS)
Department.
Koch told the committee that
establishment of the new board
"wouldn' cost the legislature
anything" since its funding wou. d
come from money appropriatei
to the HSS Department last year
which is earmarked for
environmental services. However,
he did ask for a five percent
increase over the $1.6 million
given HSS last year, saying the
increase was a "normal
expansion,''
Under Koch's bilJ the board
would be empowered with the
authority to set and enforce
regulations dealing with food
protection, liquid and solid waste
disposal, aft• quality management,
control of water pollution and
consumer protection.

Student Services Grow as Enrollment Increases

Commission Urges More Funds
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While most public universities
continue to increase in size, a
growing number of personalized
services to students are also
appearing.
Students, in addition to
benefitting from such services,
generally are playing· a key role in
the administration of them,
according to research on the
subject done by the Office of
Institutional Research of the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
colleges (NASULGC).
76-Guide at the University of
Michigan is an example of the
type of concrete · concern for
students that is showing up on
more and more campuses. It is the
number that students at Ann
Arbor have been able to call at
any time-24 hours a day, seven
days a week-since early fall to get
answers to any one of an endless
variety of questions.
Approximately 2000 inquiries are
handled each week, through this
referral and information service,
sponsored by the university's
Student Services Counseling
Office.
'rhe 14-member Guide staff is
made up entirely of carefully
screened upper level and graduate
students. All staffers must go
through a training period which
includes experience in stress
interviewing and role-playing
situations.
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As a further backstop, a senior
staff counselor is always on
"back-up" duty, A caller may also
be referred to a "guidesman" in
the counseling office. The
Guidesman helps the student
analyze his problem, and can help
him unravel the university's
bureaucracy if necessary.
Although it ranks as one of the
most extensive information
services, the University of
Michigan project is not unique.
Help is. the name given to the
24-hour telephone service now in
its second year at South Dakota
Stat.e university. Phones are
manned by work-study students

during the day and by volunteers
at night, All participants are
required to attend two evening
in-service training periods a
month, conducted by faculty
members of the Guidance and
Counseling Department. Staff
workers are trained to refer callers
with more serious problems to
professionals for further guidance.
At the University of Kansas, a
graduate student came up with
the idea for a University
Information Center as an avenue
of action for concerned students
and townspeo pie and enlisted the
help of the administration in
making it a reality. Organized

during the period of campus
tension last May as a
"rumor-control center," the
center grew into an information
and referral service for both
students and townspeople,
A slightly different approach is
being taken by Peoples Listeni~g.
Service (PLS) at Pennsylvama
State University. Started last
spring by a community
development class at the
university, PLS is not a referral
service and does not really try to
answer any problems. The
organization simply wants to
show that there are people around

who are willing Lo listen. lt also
serves as a forum for ideas and to
give people from the entire
community a chance to voice
their opinions.

ATLANTA (UPI)- The
Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education urged the federal
government Wednesday to triple
the amount of funds to negro
schools to $356 million so that
they can compete successfully
with white institutions for top
students and faculty.
The report was termed by one
black college president as "the
most significant step forward" for
black colleges since the 1954
Supreme Court school
desegregation decision.
The commission also called on
state governments, foundations
and industry to increase their
financial assistance to negro

A cataloging of the types of
calls received by such services
reflects a general trend. At least
half of the calls generally relate to
academic problems or problems
with parents or dates. Others run
the gamut from suicide threats to
simple 1·equests for information,
Surprisingly, one overriding
reason for calling such services,
noted on campus after campus, is
simple loneliness.

Prof Begins Study of Industrial Plowshare Program.
Glenn A. Whan, chairman of
the department of nuclear
engineering, has received a $3737
grant to begin his work on the
technological assessment of the
industrial Plowshare Program for
the Western Interstate Nuclear
Board (WINB).
"
Whan is a member of a Steering
Committee for the board, which is
the operating arm of the Western
Interstate Nuclear Compact: This
legislative compact includes 11 of
the member states of the Western
Governors' Council-Alaska,
Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming-and provides a
mechanism for cooperation in
areas of mutual interest in the
field of nuclear energy.
Nuclear engineering graduate
students at the University, Phil
Johnson and Stan Logan, will
investigate the impact of the
in nova tive Plowshare Program
from environmental, ecological
and economic points of view.
Plowshare, a unique program
using nuclear explosives to assist
in natural gas stimulation, oil
shale extraction, geothermal
energy production and mineral
recovery, has tremendous
potential economic benefit to all
the western states.
However, Whan explains, many
questions concerning release and
spread of radioactive material,
ground water contamination,
seismic shock, and other insults to
the environment remain to be
answered. His work under the

A ·aeciutiful Way
to the World

agreement with WINB will be to
investigate these areas.
It is estimated that there are
now some 371 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas in the West,
imbedded in areas of low
permeability. This amount of
natural gas would command about
$64 billion on the market, with
tax revenues in the hundreds of
millions of dollars to individual
states. At the present time,
nuclear explosives stand as the
only potentially feasible manner

to exploit these vital resources.
Under the WINB agreement,
Whan and his students will
investigate technology of the
indus trial Plowshare program and
WINB will make these results
available to state governments
that ultimately will face the
necessity of making risk-benefit
decisions about the application of
commercial Plowshare projects
within their boundaries. Whan's
work will include bibliographical
collection and basic research and

analysis in the field.
Whan says that WINB plans to
investigate other areas of nuclear
technology in the future.
Proposals to the National Science
Foundation for extensive funding
have been made by WINB. If
approved, more than,$75,000 of
NSF and WINB matching funds
will flow into the program which
runs through June, 1972. Whan
expects to have several other
graduate students involved in the
program by that time.

by Doh But1er

Spurs Series

(PIO)-The UNM chapter of
Sigma Xi, national honorary
research society, will hold the first
Sigma Xi Research Seminar March
9 at 3 p.m. in the UNM biology
building, room 139.
Speakers at the event will be
prominent researchers Klaus Keil,
professor of geology and director
of the UNM Institute of
Meteoritics, and Sidney Solomon,
professor and chairman of
physiology at the School of
Medicin<:'.
Solomon will speak on
"Paddling Down the Nephron in a
Canoe," while K(•il will discuss
"What Have We Learned From
Moon Rocks." Keil is a principal
investigator for all returned lunar
samples from the U.S. Apollo
Program.
Admission to the two-part
seminar is free and open to all
interested persons. The seminar is
an attempt to stimulate public
intNest in basic scientific
research, and to explain the
importance of such research to
the layman.
Solomon is conducting basic
research into kidney functioning
and was program director of
metabolic biology for the
National Science Foundation in
Washington, D.C., for a year. The
Chicago doctorate was named
chairman of the UNM School of
Medicine physiology department
in 1963 after returning from a
year's study in Germany on a
Guggenheim Fellowship Award.
He is a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, and has been a
consultant to NSF's panel on
regulatory biology.

The Colorado Plateau Is Dying
(Editor's note: This is part one
of a series on utility company
development of the Colorado
River area.)
The Colorado River is a narrow
muddy torrent which cascades
through the most desolate and
beautiful wilderness in the United
States. Over a period of time man
can only guess at, the river and its
tributaries have cut a deep empire
of earthworks defied civilization
and progress of white man as he
moved west, and thus became a
refuge for wildlife and a last
outpost for the ancient cultures of
the Hopi and Navajo.
But the desert is dying. Soon it
will be spotted with huge
electrical power plants belching
out hundreds of tons of fly ash
and pollutants every day. Coal to
fire the plant will be strip-mined
in ugly swaths on Indian lands.
Railroads cross virgin mesas.
Temperature inversions may cause
smog buildups obscuring the great
spread of land from view.
Today you can find catfish
struggling against the current in
the Colorado River. Strange little
sparrows live in niches high on the
canyon walls. In a strong sun, the
red rocks glow like burning
embers and alkali seeps make
brown and yellow streaks on
orange walls. Redbud trees and
mainhair ferns nestle in the corner
of the deep canyons. Up above on
the plateau, snakes and lizards lie
still in the shadows of rocks
because an eagle floats high in the
brilliant sky. At the mouth of a
grassy wash, a Navajo family lives
in their mud hogan and their
sheep graze around it. In the
spring their children run through
patches of desert flowers. The
people of the desert, like their

land, wear a delicate breath of
color and radiate, a beauty born
of toughness.
Today you find all that. But
you won't in 1977. By then a
consortium of power companies
called Western Energy and Supply
Transmission Associates (WEST)
plans to have six huge power
plants in operation in the
Colorado Plateau desert. Two of
the plants are already completed.
The Four Corners power plant at
Fruitland, N.M., began op<'ration
in the summer of 1970 and the
Mojave Plant at Bullhead City,
Ariz., was finished in November
1970. The Navajo Plant at Page,
Ariz., is under construction and
should be operating by 1974.
Plans are being completed for the
San Juan Plant on the
Kairparowits Plateau in Utah. The
utilities expect to have both of
these operating by 1977.
WEST is comprised of 23
power companies in seven western
states. The pritne movers in the
group are Southern California
Edison Co. and the Los Angeles
Department of Power and Water.
WEST was formed in 196•! when
these California utilities began to
wonder where they could get the
additional electricity they needed.
The southern California area was
consuming power at a tremendous
rate (and still is), and wanted
more.
In the 4000 square miles of Los
Angeles county alone, there are 8
million people, driving 3.4 million
autos, using about 24 million
electrical appliances. They live by
their television and radios, with
the help of their electric razors,
electric carving knives and electric
can openers. To relax, they turn
on the stereo and air conditioner.
When they go out to the movies
or rock concerts, they drive past
illuminated billboards on well-lit
freeways.

Such consumption means
enormous electrical needs in the
future.
(Next: Anti-Pollution Laws)

2 Students Begin
Ecology Campaign
Two ecologically· minded
UNM students recently completed
a project attempting to inform
housewives of what they can do
to curtail the increasing pollution
crisis.
1000 stickers reading,
"WARNING! This product
pollutes. Use Soap or
Phosphate·frl'e Detergent," were
stuck Lo detergent boxt•s in
supermarkets throughout
Albuquerque.
The instigators, Dusty and
Janet (who asked that theh· names
not be mentioned since Llwy
heard that a supermarket manager
was looking for them after they
labelled boxes despite thE'
manager's disagreement), created
the project for an ecology class.
"0 ur first pIan was to get
everyone to rip·off boxes of
detergent and make a huge
sculpture," said Dusty, but the
"refacing (not d!'facing)" proj1•cl
proved to be more practical sincE'
"we don't want any legal hassles."
A crew of 45 students
decorated the boxes of
non-biodegradable detergents. The
results of the project wen•
determinable by counting the
number of marked boxes left on
the shelves after a few days,
although the results were not as
important as "turning on the
housewife to what's happening."
Unfortunately, supermarkets
employes removed most of the
stickers, thereby disrupting any
attempts of achieving a significant
conclusion.

These three girls were part of a
brigade of Spurs who helped man
the "Overpopulation Begins With
You'' series. The series, held
yesterday, sponsored by Spurs,
included films, panel discussions
and informal discussions.

Honorary Research Group
Plans March 9 Seminar

Utility Companies Polluting 4 Corners Region

By BILL MARLING
Reprinted from the
Daily Utah Chronicle

I

$356 Million Requested for Negro Schools

Information Centers on College Campuses Nationwide Help Answer Variety of Questions

Keil is president of the
Meteoritical Society,
president·elect of the Electron
Microprobe Society of America,
secretary of the Commission on
Extra Terrestrial Mineralogy,
International Mineralogical
Association, and secretary of the
International Union of Geological
Sciences Commission on
Meteorites. The geologist is also a
Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, a Fellow of the
Mineralogical Society of America,
and the U.S. representative to the
IMA Commission of Meteorites
and Extraterrestrial Mineralogy.
Keil was named the 1970
winner of the first George P.
Merrill Award from the National
Academy of Sciences for his work
with meteorites, as well as
recipient of the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration Apollo
Achievement Award.

Trophy Award
Alpha Mu chapter of Kappa
Epsilon, women's professional
fraternity in pharmacy, has been
awarded the Kappa Epsilon
Scholarship Trophy for 1970. The
chapter is at the University of
New Mexico CollEge of Pharmacy.
The trophy is awarded annually
to the chapter with the highest
total grade point. There are
presently 33 Kappa Epsilon
chapters across the country.
In addition to the trophy, the
New Mexico chapter also has
received an engraved silver tray
from the fraternity's Grand
Council, in recognition of their
scholastic effort.

institutions of higher learning,
whose operating costs and need
for growth, it said, are greater
than those of comparable white
schools.
In its report, the commission
concluded . that colleges founded
for negroes "face special financial
problems" in that they must meet
a disproportionate demand for
student financial assistance, and
they must overcome "the
c u m u I a t i v e e f f e c. t s of
underfinancing that characterizes
their history."
''The commission believes
colleges for negroes are a great
national asset but these colleges
are in trouble," declared Clark

Unique Project Studies
UNM's Medical Students
What is the "average medical
student?" Unique studies
underway at the UNM School of
Medicine show that perhaps there
is no such person. Only 13.5
percent of UNM's future doctors,
at any rate, fit into the standards
currently accepted as "average."
John R. Graham, M.D.,
assistant professor of psychiatry
at the medical school, has been
collecting information from all
UNM medical classes since 1968.
He also has surveyed faculty
members, and students who
applied to UNM Medical School
but did not attend. He plans to
interview the doctors again five
and ten years after graduation
from UNM.
The UNM project is the only
one in the nation studying the
entire picture of medical student's
characteristics, although other
universities are studying various
aspects of the "big picture," thy
psychiatrist said.
Graham is studying such data as
the student's personalities before
and after they enter medical
school, biographical information,
what they expect in a

student-faculty relationship, and
what attitudes they have about
the "ideal physician."
He has a $40,000 contract from
the National Institutes of Health
(Division of Physician Manpower)
to study students as they enter
medical school, and to find out
how they change during their
education and after they begin
practicing.
A workshop held recently in
Los Angeles was attended by
doct.ors from other medical
schools working on similar
studies, and another workshop is
scheduled in Chicago this month.
The project was funded at
UNM last March, "and we still
only are in the early stages of data
analysis," Graham said.
The newness of the medical
school adds to the importance of
the project.

I

Kerr, former president of the
University of California at
Berkeley and the commission's
chairman. Kerr released the report
at the Atlanta University Center,
headquarters for a corpor.ation of
six black colleges in the Atlanta
area.
He said the commission was
also recommending the
establishment of a special
subdivision for black schools in
the National Foundation for
Higher Education, which was
proposed in an earlier report.
About $40 million of . the
recommended $356 million would
be administered by the
foundation, Kerr said, to develop
and expand curriculum offerings
such areas as preprofessional
courses nad preparation for
graduate school.
The remaining funds would
come from various other federal
sources and be used for student
support and construction, Kerr
said. He added that aid for
construction was one area where
state governments could be
especially helpful to private negro
colleges without infringing on
their independence.
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5.6 PM

Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Universily
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
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~ Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to SW' x 11': -4
• Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, orgonizatlon ~
,_ charts, oversized periodicals and books.
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Popejoy

Hall

And The Cultural Program.Committee
presents
THE SMASH "PEANUTS" MUSICAL

'A SMALL MIRACLE.
EXPLOSIVELY FUNNY.
UTTERLY WINNING.w;~~tuRxtRR.

H r TIMES'

'FRESHLY DELIGHTFUL.
A CONTINUOUS
PLEASURE. FUN
AND CHARM ABOUND.'
RICHAI?D WAfiS. JR
1i r POST
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SAW> 0« f>IE cl>M>C SfRIP

'PEP.IIIm"

'ONE OF THE GAYEST
MD WISEST
ENTERTAINMENTS IN
TOWN!

'A TOTAL DELIGHT!
THf HfW YOI?KlR
MA&Alllfl

e<GHARLES M SCHULZ
MIJ~IC. A/'4Pl'Hir(.S SY

FREE GETAWAY CARD*
Charge air fore, hotels/motels, cor rentals, tours. Check cashing
privileges. Up to 24 months to pay. Youth fore con be charged to
your TWA Getaway card.

Fellow Students,
This Friday, February 19, 1971 I will be on the mall between
12:00-3:00 to answer any questions regarding the Getaway* Cards.
I have special applications designed especially for students. Be
sure to pick yours up Friday!

JOSE P\1 HARDY

McDonald·s
FEBRUARY IS

5¢

*Service mark owned exclusively by Trans World Airlines, Inc.
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LOMAS AT SAN PI:DRO • CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
MENAUL A1' SAN PEDRO
• 5324 4th ST., N.W.
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T-Shirt
Here it is, the Tshirt that leads them
all in the Junior
world ... It's the fit
and performance that
counts! Sizes S M L,
choose Red or Navy.
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Feb. 28 -- 8:15 P.M.
5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

U.N.M. Students with Activity Cards 1-2 Price
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HANG TEN
Junior

COFFEE MONTH!
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Dan Armijo

TWA Campus Safes Representative

CLARk GESNER

The "Good Old Days" Are· Still Here
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May Soon Be Establis,?~ed as Annzwl Event

Earth Weel( Proposed for Aprill
Concern with the environment
has prompted the government and
citizens to plan future actions in
which the tactics may differ, but
the emphasis will be the same.
In an effort to inform the
public of the ''environmental
accomplishment of the past year,
and to plan for the future,"
Senator Gaylord Nelson has
proposed to designate the third
week in April as Earth Week.
Co-sponsors of the bill include
Democrats and Republicans,
conservatives and lib!!rals, and
represent all sections of the
country.
Nelson said he was optimistic
that a majority of the Senate will
co-sponsor the Earth Week
resolution which he introduced
Jan. 26 and that Earth Week will
soon be established as an annual
event.
Earth Week has been endorsed
by national environmental and
conservation organizations,
including the Citizens Committee
on Natural Resources, The
Conservation Foundation,
Defenders of Wildlife,
Environmental Action, Inc., the
Sierra Club and National
Recreation and Parks Association.
Other legislation introduced by
Nelson aimed at educating the
public includes the National
Environmental Study Areas Aet, a
bill which would create an Office
of National Environmental Study
Areas within the Interior
Department.
In introducing the bill, the
Wisconsin Democrat explained
that the Department of the
Interior, which manages 70
percent of the federal public lands
is the "logical place for a
coordinated effort to develop
areas that can be used by
students, teachers and other
citizens to become familiar with
the complexities and intricacies of
ecosystems."
The proposal would authorize
the Secretary of the Interior to
provide technical assistance to
State and local governments and
other federal agencies in the
selection and development of
National Environmental Study
Areas.
For armchair activists
interested in tactics which can be
used by "concerned citizens to

stop corporl!tions or instit"utions
from polluting, exploiting or
otherwise threatening the survival
of the earth and its inhabitants,"
Environmental Action has
announced a national "Ecotage
Contest," a combination of
ecology and sabotage. Its name is
defined as "the branch of tactical
biology that deals with the
relationship between living
organisms and their technology."
Sam Love, editor of
"Environmental Action" stressed
that any idea would be considered
by the judges, but the criteria for
judging would be on feasibility,
creativity and usability without
"injuring life systems."
The winners will be announced

the latter part of Earth Week. The
first place winner will be flown to
Washington, D.C. to receive the
"Golden Fox" trophy. It is given
in honor of "the Fox" of Kane
County, Illinois, whose
harrassment of industrial polluters
includes placing a 60-foot sign on
a freeway bridge announcing, "We
are involved-in killing Lake
Michigan, signed U.S. Steel," and
dumping industrial effluent on the
white office rug of a large
corporation's vice-president.
Entries must be typewritten
and double-spaced and should be
sent to "Ecotage," Environmental
Action, Room 731, 1346
Connecticut Avenue, Washington,
D.C., 20036.

More UNM students classify
themselves politically as
moderates rather than liberals or
conservatives, asserts a recent
study by a group of UNM political
science students.
The study, conducted by five
members of Chris Garcia's public
opinion and propaganda class,
polled a representative cross
section of UNM students and
found 41 percnet of them
classifying themselves as
moderate, 31 percent as liberal,
and 23 percent as conservative.
The remaining five percent were
eigher independent or
ultra-liberal.
Another trend revealed by the
study was a tendency for political
thinking on campus to polarize
toward either end of the spectrum
as the student grows older. The
moderates and independents were
considerably younger as a group
than either the conservatives or
liberals, averaging more than two
years younger as a group.
UNM students are also
apparently confused on many
issues, the poll showed. The
questionnaire used to sample
student opinion revealed conflict
of opinion in almost every student
according to his responses. For
example, 69 percent of the
self-classified "liberals" agreed
with a statement saying "armed
police or national guard troops
should never be allowed on any
college campus," but later 64
percent of the same group agreed
that "national guard troops and
armed police should be used to
quell serious campus protests

to talk about it
to do something about it
North-vVcst corner
of Mesa Vista 277-3013

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-485)

involving destruction of property
or danger to life."
A thin violent streak seems to
run through all political categories
on campus. Of the six students
agreeing with the statement
"violence and destruction are
valid tools for implementing social
change," one was a liberal, one a
moderate, one a conservative, one
an ultra-liberal, and the remaining
two independents.
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A study of the socioeconomic
and educational characteristics of
Gallup's 500 Urban Renewal area
families will be conducted by the
University of New Mexico's
Bureau of Educational Planning
and Development.
R udolfo Carrillo, executive
director of the Gallup Urban
Renewal Agency, announced the
contract with the UNM agency.
Results of the survey, he said, will
be used to help guide the agency
in allocating $2,000,000 to the
redevelopment of a 53-block
section on the west side of Gallup.
A second purpose of the study
will be development of a family
guidance referral system.
Following its analysis of the
Gallup area and the Urban
Renewal area residents, the
bureau will propose techniques by
which residents ean best be
referred to social agencies for
assistance with problems
uncovered in the study.
Much of the work will be done
by Gallup residents, particularly
students in UNM's Branch
Community College. As a result,
Urban Renewal funds will remain
in Gallup as much as possible.
The study is expected to take

HENRY'S BREADED FISH SANDWICH

SITTING DOWN/

Flaky-fresh white fish fried golden-brown resting em a heel
of crisp lettuce and topped with Henry's zesty tartar sauce.
Here's a sandwich that's sure to delight all fish-fry fans.

IEx,,d.se the easy way-the fun waya smooth running Schwinn bike defor active adults. Cycling Is
on your teet, ankles, legs-and
as strenuous as you want it. If
you haven't boef1 on a new. bike in
yeors 1 you have o pleasant surprise
iting you. New iO·•peed derailleur
take the work out of cycling.
handbrakes respond fo fingertip
oressui"O and make riding secure. Stop
soon, and let us show you the latest

Head [o1· Henry's
home of America's
most popular menu

35c

HENRY'S

1 Locations
OPEN: !J:OO a.m. to I 1:00 p.m.
2-1.3·2322

1916 Central SE
5Wl Gibson SE

1716 Eubank NE
Ccdllos
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Photo hy Bob Butler

The screenprint collage "Cut
Out and Send" by Joe Tilson ·is
one of the works now hanging in
the ''Photo-graphics" show in the
UNM Fine Arts Museum.

Coupon

Gets Study Contract

Will Examine Gallup's Urban Renewal Area

FROM THE SEA
DEEP FRIED
GOODNESS
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Survey Shows Students
Moderates Politically
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in Santa Fe

Richard F. Tonigan, director of
the bureau, and LeDoux held
their first meeting with Urban
Renewal commissioners and staff
members, and members of Gallup
social, religious and educational
organizations as well as residents
of the Urban Renewal area on
Jan. 27.
The Bureau of Educational
Planning and Development assists
educational and community
organizations with the analysis of
education-related problems. Since
it was established two and a half
years ago it has completed about
30 studies for school districts, the
New Mexico State Department of
Education, the U.S. Office of
Education, and other agencies.

about eight weeks. The first few
weeks will be used to develop
questionnaires and field study
techniques, the middle to the
collection of data, including home
interviews, and the final two
weeks to interpretation and
presentation of the results.
Euge P. LeDoux of Dixon,
N.M., a doctoral student in the
department of educational
administration at UNM, will direct
the study. He will receive
technical assistance from
Professor James Hale of the
department of educational
foundations and administrative
help from the bureau staff. Other
graduate students will serve as
interview team captains.

Prof to Begin Brazilian Mission
will work as a management
specialist besides heading the
project.
Both are expected to be in
Brazil at least two years. Other
specialists will be sent to Brazil
for shorter periods of time.
The group will work for the
Brazilian Ministry of Education's
Program for Expansion and
Improvement of Secondary
Education (PREMEN) in Rio de
Janeiro, participaring in part of a
project which includes the
training of 22,000 teachers and
construction of 2 91 middle
schools for grades 5·8.

George Stoumbis, chief of
party for the University of New
Mexico's educational mission to
Brazil, will leave about Feb. 22
for his assignment in Rio de
Janeiro.
A second full-time specialist,
Dr. John H. Hansen, hs been
appointed and will leave for Brazil
about June 1.
Hansen, now chairman of the
department of curriculum and
instruction at the University of
0 regan, will be a teacher
education specialist with the
mission.
Stoumbis, associate professor
of secondary education at UNM,

.

(Columbia/CS 9189)
... "RETROSPECTIVE"-The
Buffalo Springfield (Atco/SD
33-283)
"AFTER THE
GOLDRUSH"-Neil Young
(Reprise/RS 6383)
· ... "BLOWS AGAINST THE
EMPIRE"-Paul Kantner
(RCA/LSP-4448)
..• "BRINGING IT ALL
BACK HOME"-Bob Dylan
(Columbia/CS 9128)
... "CLOUDS"-Joni Mitchell
(Reprise/RS 6341)
. . "SUNSHINE
SUPERMAN' '-Donovan
(Epic/26217)
. "BLONDE ON
BLONDE "-Bob Dylan
(Columbia/C2S·841)
The deadline for turning in
ballots is extended to Monday,
Feb. 22. Use the ballot in
tomorrow's paper, or just write
your 20 (listing album and artist)
on a piece of paper. Drop them in
the Lobo Suggestion Box by the
Union Building's east entrance or
bring them to the Lobo office.
John Russo's Bema in
Monday's Lobo concerning rock
concerts had some good ideas
wl;lich may, unfortunately, be
based on faulty logic.
I agree completely with his
basic premise-that ticket prices
are way too high. But it's not a
local problem; you'll find the
same prices in L.A. and New York
and anywhere in between.
Moving concerts out of the
Civic Auditorium and into the
football or baseball stadiums is a
good idea-the rent would be less
and the chance of property
damage considerably reduced,
savings which could be passed on
to the ticket buyer. But the idea
of having a place with a much
larger capacity, which would be
filled if ticket prices were lowered
to about $3, may or may not be
true. I have my doubts.
Although Russo may feel I'm
not aware of high prices because I
usually get review passes for The
Lobo, I'd like to inform him that
I have shelled out plenty of $5
and $10 bills before I got this job
last fall. Rock concerts in
Albuquerque have been two to
four or more months apart until
recently, and no one forces you to
attend every one. I've always been
able to put aside that amount in
that space of time when I knew
someone I really wanted to see
was coming, and figured if I could
do it others could too. So as I see
it, it's mol'e a problem of apathy
and low population: if 5000
people will show up at $5 a head,
that doesn't necessarily mean
10,000 will show if the price is
lowered to $2.50; neighbors
Phoenix and Denver are three and
four times larger than
Albuquerque, and it shows in the
number of concerts they get as
compared with here.
I think his idea of approaching
performers personally with an

appeal for lower guarantees is
great, but should be coupled with
a "power to the people" approach
to promoting. Co-ops seem to be
viable in many areas; why not one
to provide inexpensive rock
concerts for out-of-the-way bergs
like Albuquerque? [I can't take
credit for the idea myself-! first
heard it from some people who
are trying to open a non-profit
record store here. Minimum
promotion expenses and profits
plus less greed on the part of
performers plus higher attendance
can all add up to a $2 or $3 ticket
price. If it works a few times,
other promoters and performers
may be forced to follow suit.]
But any such co-op would need
capital backing them up; you can
arrange all of it beforehand but
attendance, and if you don't get
that, which is always a good
possibility in this town, you get
burned. Same as any promoter.
If there are only two or three
good concerts a year, as has been
the case in the past, everyone who
really wants to go will scrape up
the money that often. More
important than higher attendance,
lower prices would mean a greater
number of concerts, a greater
number of performers being
brought here. That's something I
think everyone would like to see
happen.

* * *
Speaking of low-priced
concerts, you can't beat the $2
price for the Captain
Beefheart/Ry Cooder show to be
held in the Union ballroom
Tuesday. Tickets will be on sale
today at a table in the Union, and
at Gold Street Records and
Exchange-A-Tape.
Coming up Saturday is a sort of
a concert, sort of a movie, sort of
a light show, sort of a
documentary, etc. It's called "The
Beatles: Away With Words."

~

Musical Zorba Not Exciting
The hardest things to review are
those that don't do much of
anything .
Glaring faults and brilliant high
points are easy to pick out, and
when you add them all together
you come up with an overall
judgement of a performance.
Tuesday night's "Zorba" at
Popejoy Hall hade few of either.
That in itself is a
condemnation, though, albeit a
tepid one. "Zorba'' has a ring of
excitement to it, through
reputation, that was not fulfilled
in the performance here.
Not much of the blame could
be laid to Michael Kermoyan; his
Zorba was a boisterous,
life-lusting, aging Greek Don Juan.
His voice was good, and loud, but
most of the rest of the cast was
often unintelligible because of
weak projection and
pronunciation, soft voices, or an
overpowering orchestra.
Thorn Koutsoukos was good as
Nikos, but often unconvincing.
He, as the entire show, had little
character to project. The best
example of it was the scene where
his lover, the widow, was
murdered; it was a terribly flat,
emotionless pantomime which
was dominated by the Turkish
drum beating which should have
only been reinforcing the action.
Vivian Blaine was unexciting as
Zorba's lover Hortense; Vilma

Vibrant, vivid colors to accent
the freshness of Spring.

Vaccaro, the widow, had the best
voice of any of them; Vaughn
Martinez turned in a very good
performance as the idiot boy
Mimiko; Margalit Ankory was
difficult to understand most of
the time, as the leader, The music,
although too loud at times, was
beautiful and unusual with it's use
of two dozen "ethnic"
instruments.
It was a large crowd at Popejoy
Tuesday evening, but it was only a
few times that they were moved
to great laughter or applause. It
wasn't a bad show, but it certainly
wasn't exciting.
Charles Andrews

Adventures Galore!
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Travel by Minibus
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Write For Folder

HARWOOD Tours
2428 Guadalupe • Austin, Texas

Shop
•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

COLUMBIA
DIAMOND RINGS

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS
(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including two new European im·
ports)-but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
·
ecology.
Interested? For 25¢ we'll send you our illustrated brochure and
price list. Better yet, send $4 and we'll ship you, postpaid, a
deluxe sample package including our brochure, price list, and
three each of five different condom brands. And we'll cheerfully
refund your money if you're not delighted. Why wait?
Thll P'fOQram it omdor•ed bl/ the Communl!v and Famltv Studll
Cmter
, , of the Unlversitv of Chicago.

....... .. .....................................................................................................................
POPULATION SERVICES, INC.

105 N. Columbia St., Dept.

J-7

, Chapel Hill, N. C. 21514

Gentlemen: :Please send me ·--~ the deluxe sampler
c:losed). Your Illustrated brochure (25 1!).

($4
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The Lobo "If You Could
Possess Only 20 Albums Which
Would They Be?" Poll- Part
Two.
This week's list is compiled
from the choices of my
hand-picked board of "experts."
They all listen to a lot of music
(~ll but four work at KUNM), all
kmds of music, and their special
inter~.Jsts cover a wide spectrum
from ethnic folk to blues to rock
to classical. I disagree with many
of their opinions, but I respect
them as being knowledgeably
formed. In case anyone would like
to heap their verbal abuse on
them, now, for the following list,
they are: Ernie Gilbert, Beaux
Means, Tom Kavanagh, Aaron
Howard, Wendy Kurman, Bob
Matthews, NeU,on Sanders, Andy
Garmezy, Marcy Cohn, Roger
Ruvolo, Woody Woodworth, Mike
Lyle, Charlotte Robinson, and
Mike Colvin. (My list was also
thrown in to make it an even 15,
and because I wanted to.)
#1 (two-way tie) .. _ "SGT.
PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS
CLUB BAND"- The Beatles
(Capitol/SMAS 2653)
"SURREALISTIC
PILLOW"- Jefferson Airplane
(RCA I LSP·3766)
#3 (three-way tie)
"WORKINGMAN'S DEAD"The Grateful Dead (Warner
Bros. I WS 1869)
• . . "BEGGAR'S BANQUET"
- The Rolling Stones (Decca I
SKL 4955)
"QUICKSILVER
MESSENGER SERVICE" Quicksilver Messenger Service
(Capitol/ ST 2904)
#6 (nine-way tie) ..• "ABBEY
ROAD" -The Beatles (Apple I
S0-383)
. . . "DAYS OF FUTURE
PASSED"- The Moody Blues
with The London Festival
Orchestra (Deram I DES
18012)
. . . "LET IT BLEED"-Thc
Rolling Stones (London/NPS-4)
•.. "CROSBY, STILLS &
NASH"-Crosby, Stills & Nash
(Atlantic/SD-8229)
. • . "WHEELS OF
FIRE "-Cream (Atco/SD
2·700)
. . . "THEIR SATANIC
MAJESTIES REQUEST"-The
Rolling Stones (London/NPS·2)
. . • "THE TURNING
POINT''-John Mayall
(Polydor/24·4004)
.•. "THE BEATLES"-The
Beatlcs (Applc/SWBO 101)
. . . "LADIES OF THE
CANYON"-Joni Mitchell
(Rcprisc/RS 6376)
#15 {11-way tic) .•. "THE
BAND"-The Band
( Capitol/STA0-132)
.•. "THE NOTORIOUS BYRD
BROTHERS"-The Byrds
(Columbia/CS 9575)
..• "WOODSTOCK"-various
artists (Cotillion/SD 3·500)
. . . "HIGHWAY 61
REVISITED"-Bob Dylan

[j[jQ!l
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Lack of Snow Hampers Lobos,
Entire Area's Ski Enthusiasts

ANDY GARMEZY
to CC's 1915 and CU's 1966.
By
N
M ·
Freshman John Cottam captured
a fourth place in the slalom for
.Lack of snow at ew
ski areas an.d only ?ne Cent
the highest Lobo finish. George
Intercolledgitate
Alhpme
Ldeagthue
Brooks
(CIAL) to a e race as rna e e
.finished in. eighth followed
t h
UNM ski team a squad of eight by_ Cratg Russell m the 2 2 no c
lS
individuals.
With thl.' early closing of Sandia
Peak because of poor snow
accumulation the ski team lost
their nearby training grounds
causing them to travel to Taos or
Colorado every weekend to find
good skiing conditions.
Mike Newlin has established the
Because they have had only one WAC scoring record, and Mike
race to date, the players are Childress will probably get the
participating individually in rebounding standard this week,
separate races each weekend in but Willie Long isn't living in their
Colorado. The reason for this is shadows this year.
that the UNM team is composed
Long has blossomed into his
of both class A and B racers. own as a WAC great this year. He
When there is a class A race half currently leads the conference in
the team will compete and when
there is a B race the other half will scoring for both conference play
participate, usually at two only (24.9) and the entire season
(23.1). He stands third in
different ski areas.
rebounding with an 11.3 average.
The lack of league races has
Newlin, Utah's ace guard who is
caused the ski team members to
especially
an expert marksman
travel to Colorado in preparation
from
the
free throw line, has
for the league championships at
scored
more
points in conference
Taos on March 25-26.
games
than
any
player in WAC
Last week the team divided up
history.
He
now
has
tossed in. 840
into three groups, one to
points,
exceeding
the
previous
Breckenridge for the Colorado
record
of
780
by
Flynn
Robinson
Cup, the other to Loveland _for of Wyoming in 1963-64-65.
the Loveland Cup and the fmal
Admittedly, Newlin has had
group to Vail for the Vail Race.
more
games in which to score,
In the only league race the
since
four
more conference games
Lobos have participated in they
are
played
by each team than in
placed third to the University of
the six-team WAC days (Robinson
Colorado and Colorado College.
played in 30 games; Newlin will
The Lobos collected 1902 points
have competed in 38). But his

and Kirk Felsman in the 24th
place.
This week the team will
compete in their second· CIAL
race in Steamboat Springs, Col.

ext~~

WAC Sta

Long Still Pacesetter
career average of 25.2 points per
game in conference play also
ranks right up there in third,
behind Robinson's 26.3 and the
25.7 by Jerry Chambers of Utah
in 1965-66.
Childress, the 6·9 leaper from
Colorado State, currently has 347
rebounds in less than two seasons,
and needs just 18 more to pass the
conference games record of 364
by Carl Ashley of Wyoming in
1968-69-70. Since Childress is
averaging 14.2 rebounds per game,
he should get the record this week
against Utah Friday or Brigpam
Young Saturday at Fort Collins.
Childress also should own the
two-year WAC rebounding average
record when he completes his
college career this season. Art
Becker averaged 12.8 rebounds
per contest in conference play at
Arizona State in 1963-64, and
John Fairchild matched that total
in 1964-65 at Brigham Young, but
Childress currently owns a WAC
career rebounding average of 14.5.

UnbeatenSwimmersFace
Wyoming, CSU in !G

Military in LA

The UNM swimmers and divers will be making their final
home appearances of the season this week when . the
undefeated Lobos play host to Wyoming at 1:30 p.m. Fnday
and powerful Colorado State University Saturday at 8 p.m.
Both meets will be in the Johnson Gymnasium pool.
Coach John Mechem's Lobo swimmers got a tuneup last
week by winning the New Mexico State AAU championships
with 531 points.
.
.
.
.
New Mexico is expected to notch Its eighth wm of the
·season at the expense of Wyoming but will be an underdog to
the undefeated Rams from Colorado State. CSU upped its
record to 7-0 last week with two easy wins. The Rams
defeated Wyoming 91-19 and Brigham Young 75-38. The
Lobos defeated BYU earlier, 63·50.
With only five upperclassmen on th~ roster, the Lob~s
continue to improve in each meet. Semor Steve .craven !s
having his greatest season ever and had an outstan.dm~ day m
the Lobo's 64-49 victory over Utah. Craven had a lifetime b~st
of 10:26.04 in the 1000 freestyle, won the 200 butterfly _wtth
a 1:57.61 and finished second in the 500 freestyle With a
5:03.33.
f
Frosh Mark Combs a high school All American rom
Scottsdale Ariz. is undefeated in his last three outings in the
200 IM ~ith hls best a 2:04.9 against Arizona. Another
freshman that has been strong for the Lobos is George
Anderson who set a UNM record against Utah .when he won
the 200 backstroke with a 2:02.7.
Colorado State has already qualified four men for the
NCAA finals and is a strong choice to take the WAC ..crown ..
Ralph Hutton had a 4:55.7 in the 500 freestyle last week t::>
qualify and will swim both the 1000 and 500 freestyle. CSU s
Rick Cooley is a three time All American and the yYAC
champion and record holder in the 200 and 400 IM and wtll be
the challenge that Combs will face.

Track Team

1)

Lars-Gunnar Bodin, one of the
foremost electronic composers of
today will present a
I e cture-demonstration describing
the million-dollar computer and
console in Sweden which is
dedicated exclusively to the
production of electronic music.
He will play recordings of his
computer compositions and
"sound poems". The lecture is
free of charge and will be
presented on Feb. 18, at 2 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.

Ill

PERSONALS

3)

SENSI1'IVg, INTELLIGimT GIRL, 23,
new in town, wants to tn('et inte1Jigcnt,
sincere guys snmP n~e or older, Don't be
shy, call Kris at YWCA, 247-0877. 2/18.

l'WO MALES TO SHARE RENT o! 3
bedroom house ncar Cnrlisle nnd Cow
mnnche, 3603 Mescalero Ct. N~E.-come
by anytime niter 7 P.M. 2/23

2.
3.

W AN1"ED: NON-Mediocre POETRY, fic-

FURNISHED 4 BEDROOM HOME. Rent
March to mid-June. 299-0743. 2/18

4.

5)

NOTICE: ALI, C!,ASS!l•'IED ADS must
be in by 3 P-".'~ to run th!' following dny.

2)

LOST&FOUND

SHIW-COLT,II~ PUPPY LOST uy l'oodwny 'rurodn:ya Lnrrre reward. 1413 D.
Grnnd N.g. 2 '24
J.'OUND: WAI.I,F.:T Cln:IGE) Cnll nCter
7 P.M. 2ur..:J7~0. 2/IN.

-~~=--

~ --~------=--'"--=--• ~-=- -~ ~~,~-.....----

FOUND JN YAf,E P Aim: Gra1• Short
I!nlr ll!nlc Cat (S mo.). He in very
lonely. If yourn, I>lcane call 34u·2083.
2/!!2

IS YOUR BUG BALD? 7 Call the bo)"ll at
266-0303 for the b<'St in V.W. rubber.
HaJt:~ on now l 2/22
USI<;D ~rV's & STEREOS. Ha'•c some
rh('apics. Acc~pt trade-ins. 1212 San
Matro NI~.

COMPONBNT STEREO, realistic amp)i.
fierf dual turntabl~, dunl clement Bp(>nJ,_
<•rs. College Inn, room no. 23E. 2/23
1964 SAAB, EXCELI,ENT CONDITION.
$77G. 89~-3487, e\·enings. 2 23

'('m. 'Vc ha.ve 'em. Lobo ?lien's Shop,
2120 Central S.K 243-6984. 2/19

lilmpl(lx nnd Hokonn. HaJJ. CnU 2116·524!1.

SERVICES
riASJCi-,1-IO~TOGiiA~PI~I:Y~.~ COURS;;;E:;-'-=ro._rm-3)

ing~ t..'l.'UJ!ht hy nrt•nnd-mone>Y-otll!ni.et)
r,roft•:;siottal. Four dUS!l houm w~k)y,
nrrnnv.ed, 16 W<'Plls. Unrltroom, fif.'ld

trip£<, ('ritiflU<'.s. 'fujtion 1(~""<3 than UNM,
l•lass limit('() to c1 ir:ht. 265-24 .. 4 or 206.
7145 any tim~ of <lny or nir:ht. Tdl your
frit•nd.;. 2 23

1-"ltf:SH!III~N AND SOI'UOMOitES· "l'hys-

ir,::
and ?.fnth tutoriru:-. Harold, 344-949:;.
2 :2!!
------~-_..........__,~~--~·- -~"~ -~---LEATin:R, SANDALS AND CLOTIII-:S
('Ut:~tom. mad(>. I)JIOll<> 24:J--HH4~ Lowl"St
J•t·ires. 2,ill
STUIH:NT 1,-;,R;~A;-;V~I:;·:L;-,---:T;;;I;;U;;I:;;'S;-,-(%\RTEUS. I~uroPt\ Ori(lnt. nround the
world. Writ<' S.T.O.I'. 2IGOe Shattuck.
B<>r1o<!1PY 1 l"aHf. !.14704~-()r r.cc• trn.veJ
W.<'nt. 2!tH

Dave Roberts

5 NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full factory r:uarantee. Nationally
ndvcrtized. brand to be sold for $29 =h.
Monthly payments nvaibblc. United
l''rcight Sales, 3920 San 1\fateo, open 9
to o. 2/4
30 POJ';:tT;;A:;cD;;L;:o;;E:-;;'I'V;;;;,s-::-.-::S3;,;0:-;-to~$;;6:;;0.-:4;-;;41
Wyoming N.E. 2G5·5987. 3/G

DAIIfAGED STEREO CONSOLJ.:s. Tl"-se
consoles have walnut finish nnd BSR turntables. Throe sdl for $S9 =h. United
l',rC'it!'ht Sales; 8020 San J\.lntco. Open !I to
9. 2/G

G)

-------

EMPLOYMENT

-=-----

MI-:N IR-20. })ARN 90.00 Wf:EK !'ART
TIMK 3 evcnin"" and Saturday. Call
Cinr~ 242-0553 •rhursday anrl Friday.
2 IH

7~)~~~~I~IS~C~.E~•L~I~,A~N~E~?~O~u=s----
USr·;D~ n:r:conDS-256:0205:·-This s~
is n riJJ ofT. Deb. 2/23

GSA; Union, 230; 12 noon-1 p.m.
KUNM Radio Board; Union, 253;
6-lOp.m.
Black Student Union; Theater;
6:30-11 p.m.
Christian Science Organization;
Union, 230; 7-10p.m.
Spurs; Union, 231-A-C; 7--10 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, 231-E;
7:3D-10 p.m.
Bahai Student Organization; Union,
250-D; 8-10 p.m.
Circle K; Union, North Ballroom
Lounge; 9:15-10:30 p.m.
J.J e t t uce Boycott Discussion;
Newman Center; 7:30p.m.

~M
·--

KEEP THE
GLASS

4201 Central
6901 Lomas
5810 Mcnual

?:"j

*ASUNM's allocation would not be expected to provide the
complete cost on these items. The rest would be subsidized
byUNM.

Language Classes

ALBUQUERQUE COIN CLUB

COIN SHOW

Education Screening
Screening for admission to
teacher education programs will
be held on Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
and on Feb. 27 at 12:30 p.m. in
the Kiva. Eligibility for the
screening requires at least a 2.0
overall grade point average and 26
completed credit hours at UNM.
All first semester transfer students
in the College of Education are
required to attend. Application
forms are available now in the
record clerk's office, first floor of
the Co liege of Education
administration building.

FEBRUARY 20-21, 1971
HOLIDAY INN EAST
Saturday, 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.-Sunday, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION
Public Invited-Door Prizes

EXHIBITS

A recent survey showed that
the sales of ice cream sandwiches
do not drop measurably during
the winter months.

BUY-SELL-TRADE

I

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

-Archer W>nsten. N.Y. Post

of Them All:

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's I0 words 5 times)

l'****!

Now Try the Grandaddy

Highest Rating!
Top drama in every
respect, scope,
magnitude, battle
and action i 77

;I

!~

The Grinder
With 100 million MORE Amen cans 35 years from now, wha'l Will our k1ds be fac•ng?

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Soie

-Wanda Hale.

(Good for the Munchies)

2. lost & round
6. Employment

3 Servk:es
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

N. Y, Da>ly News

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING----

FROM

'RICHARD ALEC
HARRIS GUINNESS

(romwell
TECHNICOLOR®

(1) Drop out ot the numbers gan'le. If ~ou have more than two ktds, STOP. aelter yet, hy to hmit your

~

PANAVlSION®

The Red, White, and Green Stripped Shop

zero population growth

across from Yale Park at 111 Harvard SI•~

P. 0. Box 14144 Albuquerque, N.M. 87111

PHONID A ImAIJ 266-g232

ENCLOSED$. _ _ __
PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - - -

P,age,6

llmw MJ<}XJCo

wno

-

BUY A

COMMENTS:

isaBIGONE!"

and Poor Boys

noon-1 p.m.

5.

~CROMWELL

Submarines, Hoagies,

Thursday, ~'eb. 18
Electronic Music and the Computer;
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall; 2 p.m.
J,ouis Gottschalk; Ester Thompson
Lounge; 3 p.m.
Powcx Cells; Union, 231-A;

lltr lflltnersthnitul

Non-credit courses in Polish,
Spanish and Russian will be
offered by the International
Center once a week Feb. 22
GuO cc. DSA Thunderbolt 1969. gxccllent
Condition. 608 Amherst N.g. 2122
through April 5. Fee for each
course is $7 per student. For
SAA!l '96' 1967 S7GO. Motor one Year old.
I llll'orrrotcr N.W. 2/19
additional information, contact
~tliLTmAND HALLH'RAI'TERSSi{QRT: the International Center, 1808
WAV!') RECEIVEU-will sncrifioc nt
Las Lomas N.E. Feb. 18 between
550. 877-5286. 2/19
7:30
and 8:30 p.m.
LBVI BBLL BOTTOM JEANS. You need

I•'OUND-WATCH on campus botw<-.n Ed.

2/lH

FORSALE

GARAGg SALE: Inventory from craft
sholl. stovca, cJothea, etc-. Saturday nnd
Sunday, 3100 Ilia Grande N.W., corner
of CnndeLuin. 2/IS

ALr, OLD SUBMISSIONS TO TliUNDimBIHD may be plcl<ed up In room
20a,
Journaliam
building
through
February 28. 2/19
TO WHOMEVER borrowed my Schurmnnn
& Shell Communist Chinn for Pol. Sci.
342~-PJ(lnne return it to Hm. 20G Journn1ism IUdg. or se>nd it throur:h t'nmrms mail,
I need It bacl< I Cynthia William,.

FORRENT

IIIIIUIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI/JIIIIIIllllllillllllllll/lllillllli/IIIIHilliiiiii/JIJIJIIIJIIllil~

SAMPLE BALLOT
Tennis Court
$5000 per court
Handball Court-outdoor
$3000 per court
Handball Court-Indoor*
$35,000·40,000
per court
Running Track: Indoor track
for running in Johnson Gym;
3 lane tartan track. Under
student control.*
$25,000-35,000
Clinic for Referees-·
$150 to 200 per
Football and Basketball
clinic
Student Suggestions
1.

tl)

BABYSITTING-My homo. one block from
cnmpus. Call242-8569. 2/19

tion, art, etc. Submit creations to
Thunderbird
mw,:nzine.
-room
20G,
J ournalbm building. 2/19

UNM will enter some top flight
individuals in the Western Athletic
Conference indoor track
championships this weekend but
probably will not have the depth
to challenge co-favorites Texas-El
Paso and Brigham Young
University.
The two-night affair starts
Friday (Feb. 19) in Salt Lake City
at the Salt Palace.
The Lobo duo of Fernando
Abugattas (7-1 3/4) and Ingemar
Nyman (6-10) are capable of
winning the high jump but have to
face several other excellent high
jumpers.

SERVICES

Calling U

In an effort to "promote student unity and participation in
intramural sports and activities" the members of the
Intramural and Recreation Board are currently proposing a
revamping of the way student monies allocated to the
intramural program are being spent.
Instead of just appropriating funds outright to intramurals,
the committee is proposing that such monies be "earmarked"
as to the exact purpose for which the money has been
allocated. In this manner the money could not be spent on any
other purpose.
The committee is currently passing out a ballot, a copy of
which is reproduced below, to gain an insight into what the
students consider to be the highest priority as well as offering
the students a chance to express what they would like to see
happen in the intramurals program.
If the committee's plan is adopted it would go into effect in
the 1971-72 school year.
For further information on the committee's proposal
contact the Intramurals Committee Chairman, Edwin S.
Mosley, at 277-5584 or 277-5526.

AQUARIUS-I,ET THE SUN SHINE Hi
YOUR LIFE. Personalized introduction
service. I1,ind companionship through
Aquarius. By appointment only. 266-3979.
2/23

•

You Have .Had Hero's,

tamtly to no more ihan 2 ctuldren. This is Um only way we can stop populahon growth.
(2) Jo 1n a11 d support ZEAO POPULATION GROWTH. and cast your vole for a qua111y l1fe for everyone.

Electronic Music

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mwnfive
($1.40)
Perconsecutive
time run. If
ad is
to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
ran
or more
days
with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
CIDBaified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertlaetnent.

Other Lobos in the field events
include Randy Withrow (55-1
3/4) in the shot, Chuck Steffes
(49-10 and 23-3) in the triple and
long jump plus Bill Pinson (22-5
3/4) in the long jump and John
Worcester (15-0) and Jim Lincoln
in the pole vault.
In the shorter races coach Hugh
Hackett will enter Rick Mauck
(7 .4) in the hurdles with Walter
Henderson (6.2) and Jesse
Johnson (6.3) in the 60 yard dash.

IF WE ACT NOW TO STOP POPULATION
IF WE DO NOTHING (lET NATURE TAKE ITS
GROWTH, we- ha\l'e a chance for:
COURSE), •l's a sure bet we W1ll get:
(a) fresh air !o breathe, clean water lo drink
(a) mcreased pollutiOn and destruction of our
(b) hie in a wOrld Wllh Wlldhfe,w,ldcmess
air, Water, and so• I
( c I a ch ance t o us • 0ur lax monoy to IMPROVE
(bl a chance to wear a oas mask in our cities {a
our med•cal, educalional, and social serreality In Tokyo today}
VICP.S, inslead of paying for more (not better)
(c} a world on a troadm1U struggling to keep
toads, schools, parking lots, hosp1fals, otc.,
even, but ialllng farther bohind each day
In a desperato struggle to keep up.
(dJ Increased mtmnatlonal tenstons caused by
(d') world peace. . .
compet•t•on· for the earth's limited rm10urces.
WHICH WORLD DO YOU WANT FOR YOUR CHILDREN? WHAT CAN YOU DO"NOW?

no charge.
David Schers, a Ph.D. candidate
in political science and member of
the sponsoring National
International Committee, will be
moderator.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Utah
For Conference Meet

The Lobos should be strong in the
middle distances with Dave
Roberts going into the meet with
a 2:08.3 in the 1000 and Reid
Cole (1:10.5) and Tom Ericson
(1:11.3) the leaders in the 600.

Intramural Committee
Wants Student Opinion

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Four UNM Latin American
specialists will participate in a
Feb. 19 panel discussion titled
"The Military in Latin America:
Progressive 01· Reactionary?"
Panel members will be Martin
Needler, director of the Division
of Inter-American Affairs;
German Tjarks, visiting professor
of history from Argentina; Gilbert
Merkx, assistant professor of
sociology who has lived in
Venezuela and has written about
Argentina; and Alexander Craig,
visiting political science instructor
who has been a journalist in
Argentina.
The discussion will be in the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE, at 8 p.m. There will be

IUIIHIHIJIITIUIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/III/IIIli i/IIIIIII/IIIIIJIIIIIII!IIIIJIIIIJIIIII/IIIIII/IIIJIIIIIIIII/1111

'I:I1ursday, l~ebruary 18,1971.
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editorial
About that

Tuition Increase
Last October the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF)
recommended that tuition at the
state's six universities be increased
by approximately 20 percent over
the next two years. Since then a
number of student groups, most
notably at Highlands University,
have been crying that a tuition
increase will bankrupt a great
number of students if not denying
them a college education altogether.
Nonsense.
The proposed increase, which
would be 10 percent in 1971-72 and
an additional 10 percent in 1972-73,
'
would also be accompanied by an
increase from three to five percent in
gratis scholarships which universities
could offer if a separate BEF
recommendation is adopted. Both
recommendations must be approved
by the legislature.
At UNM the tuition increase
would mean resident students would
pay an additional $12 per semester
next year and $24 more per semester
two years from now over the current
rate. And at Highlands, which works
on the quarter system, and which
incidentally charges the lowest
tuition in the state, the increase for
resident students would mean $6 and

$12 per quarter respectively. Such an
increase is hardly likely to bankrupt
' a student.
For non-resident students,
however, the picture is a little
bleaker. The BEF's recommendation
would raise tuition for these students
a total of $96 per semester at UNM
and $48 per quarter at Highlands
over the next two years. (The other
four universities either charge the
same or a slightly lower tuition rate
than that at UNM.)
And, under the second BEF
recommendation, the number of
gratis scholarships the universities
could offer would jump from the
current statewide total of slightly
over 800 to more than 1550.
'
The cry against increasing tuition,
however, is understandable. No one
likes to pay more for something than
he has to. But what is not so

::) 75' 7(jy

understandable is the fact that the
same people asking the legislature to
hold the line on tuition are asking
the state to pour more and more
money into the universities. Money
which the state simply does not
have.
The BEF's proposed tuition
increase would raise, statewide, an
additional $1.05 million next year
and $2.2 million in 1972-73 while
the increased cost to the state in
gratis scholarships would be only
$6 40,000 over the same period.
Every penny of that additional
revenue is needed by the
under-financed universities and
without the raise in tuition the state
will have to come up with it from
some other sou'rce.
Looking elsewhere for add_itional
revenue would be an acceptable
solution if the state had some

place-other than the taxpayer's
wallet-to look. But the simple fact
is the state simply doesn't have the
money. Estimates now are that the
state will be in the red by as much as
$10 million by the end of fiscal year
1972. Such a deficit will make it
mandatory that taxes be raised or
that there be a considerable cutback
in essential state services, including
education at all levels.
But if a tax increase is inevitable
the bite on the taxpayers should be
kept as soft and as small as possible.
And one way to keep that increase
within bounds is the slight tuition
proposed by the BEF. It is time for
university students to accept the fact
that the cost of their education has
gone up and that they can
·reasonably be expected to pay their
share of that increase.
Donald Burge
'OK! OK! YOUR LOUSY MORALE HAS MADE THE GENERAL CRY AND I HOPE YOU'RE PROUD OF
YOURSELVES r ,,
©/7£4>'~71.1~zy,wc
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ISRAD Gets Contract to Study Crime Prevention

Albuquerque is to become
the nation's four demonstration resources at the service of the
/
city in a program dealing with the community that ISRAD was Ohio, and Charlotte, N.C., where
them aboard, oriented and into
imp1·ovement of the created," he said. "We see this the pmgram is already in progress, program development within workers and assistants in one
administration of criminal justice program as a major step in the overall effort in Albuquerque about 60 days."
phase or another of the project,
under a $297,600 agreement with developing broad and effective will contain two major thrusts:
"The Pilot Cities Program,"
The
contract
announced
today
the Law Enforcement Assistance relationships with the community first, the development, from is the result of almost six months'
Campbell
said, "emphasizes
research and sound advice, of
of which we are a part."
Administration (LEAA).
~ystem-wide improvement in the
preliminary
work
in
Washington
The current contract, to run 18 programs to improve the and Albuqueque, much of it
The agreement, made with
administration of criminal justice.
months,
provides for staffing, for administration of criminal justice; carried out by Arthur A,
ISRAD, will concern new ways of
Dayton, for example, is working
dealing with the problems of a design and planning, setting up and, second, the implementation Blumenfeld, ISRAD's associate
on 'team policing,' whereby
crime, its prevention and the demonstration projects and of the programs in police, court, director.
highly trained groups of officers
evaluating the impact of corrective and probationary, legal,
rehabilitation of offenders.
handle all police activities within a
The agreement was concluded
innovations
in the criminal justice administrative and other areas of
given
section of the city. Tied into
The contract envisions system.
at a meeting of Sen. Joseph
the criminal justice system.
cooperation on a broad scale
this,
they're working on
Montoya, Rep. Manuel Lujan,
Small Staff
between ISRAD, the city and
rehabilitation of drug and alcohol
Jack
M.
Campbell,
LEAA
ex-Gov.
Albuquerque 'Not Massive'
Campbell said the project's
county administrations, law
offenders, and on a 'conflict
Albuquerque
was selected as a Assistant Administrator Richard management' program for
staff
will
be
small-specialists
in
enforcement agencies, the district
medium-size city: one with many Velde, City Commission Chairman improved police-community
attorney, the legal profession and courts, police work, corrections
problems
of urban crime, but Charles Barnhart, City Manager relations. That's generally the
specialists in correction and and systems analysis. As specific
without the massive size that Richard Wilson and others.
probation.
research projects are formulated,
kind of thing that's been
undertaken."
Priorities Research
"We are very pleased to they will be contracted to experts could make experimentation and
in
the
field.
And,
as
research
Once specific recommendations
announce this new program,"
innovation prohibitively
Program details will not begin
Jack M. Campbell, director of findings become available, project expensive. The city's overall crime to emerge for some several begin to emerge, LEAA, an
ISRAD, said. "It represents a staff members will work with rate is comparatively high. months, as plans are formulated agency of the U.S. Department of
major addition to ISRAD local criminal justice agencies and Minority groups make up a and evaulated. And actual changes Justice, will consider whether to
capabilities and the culmination LEAA to carry them into effect. substantial proportion of the in administration of criminal support their adoption with
"We have received excellent population, And ISRAD-UNM justice will await research findings further grants for operating
of almost six month's preliminary
work."
support and cooperation thus far offers an organization structure on needs, p.riorities, and purposes.
from the enforcement people, the for the formulation and conduct- recommended practices.
"Albuquerque has severe
University Capabilities
problems
of crime and
UNM P1·esident Ferrel Heady city and county governments, of programs,
George Springer, dean of the
pointed out that the program will courts, corrections and probations
Campbell said the agency will graduate school and vice president rehabilitation," Campbell said. "I
dl"aw on University capabilities in personnel, the organized bar and be set up within ISRAD as the. for research, said the program will am optimistic that this program,
many fields: law, administration, the university as a whole," Albuquerque Bernalillo County call upon a wide array of over the five years or so that we
criminology, systems and social Campbell said. "We plan to rely Criminal Justice Pilot Program. It academic skills in the design and expect to see it opet"ate, will result
work, among others. It was with a heavily on this cooperation as the will begin operations almost supervision of research. in Albuquerque's having a model
immediately. "We're looking for
"Hopefully " he said "a good system of criminal
view toward placing University project develops."
As in San Jose, Calif., Dayton, our essential staff people now," many men'tbr,rs af.. the student justice-so me thing the entire
he said. "Hopefully, we'll have b~will becdme involved as field Southwest and the nation can
look to and follow."
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'Ready Warns Once Again
U May Limit Enrollment

CJ

none of their business what you were
doing-unless it was their bike you
were about to liberate.
And what about the Campus
Police? How often do they patrol the
bicycle racks, or stake out watches
to perhaps catch the beloved bicycle
thief in action? The answer is rather
obvious from the number of bicycles
that have been stolen this year by
you, dear friend.
Is it possible that as campus rumor
has it, you are part of a large
efficient ring in the Duke City that
steals, reassembles, and resells your
hot merchandise to knowing and
unknowing customers? How
incredibly clever you are, and what a
gold mine you have found on our
campus where a large percentage of
the student population use bicycles
as their only means of
transportation.
How, dear friend, do you get rid
of these bicycles? One or two would
be easy to dispose of, but 49 since
September is quite a different
matter. If I could. only find your
outlet in the city, I'd be very happy
to buy back just the frame. You can
keep the thorn-proof tires and the
headlight.
You see, for me and for most of
your victims, those bicycles
represent a considerable investment,
especially if one is paying his or her
own way through college as I am. It
is also, as I said earlier, the sole
means of transportation for many of
us.
There must be a great deal of
profit for you in this, or you
probably wouldn't take the risks that
you do. OK, so money is important
to you, well it's also important to
the rest of us. Get a job, borrow
money, panhandle, but have a heart,
don't take our bikes. It's damn
upsetting to find that empty bicycle
rack late at night, and know that
unless it's abandoned somewhere,
your bicycle is gone for good.
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Of Man and Love
To the Editor:
The following passage from an
essay by E. M. Forster is provided
Pollution and Abortion
for
the edification of Willard L.
To the Editor:
Steinsiek
(BEMA, Lobo, Feb. 17):
The Lobo's coverage of the
"Love is a great force in private
legislature this year has been pretty
life;
it is indeed the greatest of all
good-as far as you have gone. But
when are you going to let the things: But love in public affairs does
University community know what's not work. It has been tried again and
up in areas such as pollution and again: By the Christian civilizations
of the Middle Ages, and also by the
abortion legislation?
French Revolution, a secular
Robert Norton
(Editor's Note: The Lobo staff is movement which reasserted the
currently working on a general Brotherhood of Man. And it has
wrap-up story on major always failed. The idea that nations
environmental bills introduced into should love one another, or that
both the House and Senate, what business concerns or marketing
their status is and how likely they boards should love one another, or
are to become law. With regard to that a man in Portugal should love a
abortion the Senate recently killed a man in Peru of whom he has never
bill which would have removed all heard - it is absurd, unreal,
abortion laws from the state statutes. dangerous. It leads us into perilous
The House Judiciary committee is and vague sentimentalism....
"The fact is we can only love what
scheduled to hear testimony this
afternoon on a second abortion law we know personally. And we cannot
PAT McCARDLE
which would greatly limit the causes know much. In public affairs, in the
To whomever walked off (or I
for which abortion would be rebuilding of civilization, something should say ran off) with my bicycle
considered legal. We will have a story much less dramatic and emotional is Monday night, my heartiest
on the House bill in tomorrow's needed- namely, tolerance. congratulations. What courage it
Tolerance is a very dull virtue. It is
Lobo.)
boring. Unlike love, it has always had must have taken to approach the
a bad press. It is negative. It merely bicycle rack in front of Zimmerman
A Better Idea
means putting up with people, being Library with your heavy-duty wire
To the Editor:
clippers, ready to hack away at my
able
to
stand
things.
No
one
has
ever
Concerning Mr. Reades letter in
combination lock and chain - what
the Feb. 16 issue of your paper, it written an ode to tolerance, or raised fortitude in the face of danger. I
seems to me that a vague calling a statute to her. Yet . . . this is the admit it was nine o'clock at night,
together of anyone who wants to sound state of mind which we are but even the bright lights of the
hear "subtle ideas and powerful looking for. This is the only force library didn't deter you from your
which will enable different races and
suggestions" is a little absurd_
classes and interests to settle down appointed task. Your kind of people
Bloodshed, hatred, racism are all together
are only to be admired by those of
...
results of "subtle ideas and powerful
us too timid to attempt such modern
"If you don't like people, put up day feats of derring-do.
suggestions" without any regard to
faith, hope, trust and a willingness to with them as well as you can. Don't
On the other hand, maybe the
try to love them: You can't, you;ll
think.
danger
wasn't that great after all.
Not to downplay Mr. Reades' only strain yourself. But try to Maybe you're used to this sort of
legitimate concern, but to those who tolerate them. On the basis of that thing, and you know damn well that
a civilized future may be
would rally to his doorstep, I only . tolerance,
our fellow students wouidn 't look
built."
ask that you think and remember.
at a man walking toward a
twice
Love.
bicycle rack with wire clippers, and
John Carpenter
Robert U. Anderson if they did, it would of course be
"
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'John Robb Day'

The Albuquerque City Commission has proclaimed today as
"John D. Robb Day'' and a special program entitled "Parade of
American Music" featuring Robb's music will begin at 8:15p.m. in
the UNM Recital Hall.
Robb is a former music professor and was dean of the UNM
college of Fine Arts from 1946 to 1957. Since 1957 Robb has been
involved in electronic music, particularly the Moog synthesizer. One
of Robb's compositions, "Rhythmania," was written especially for
the synesizer and will be performed this evening at the concert
which
is sponsored by the UNM Music Dept. and the Albuquerque
Music Club.

If UNM's "enrollment next
year exceeds the projections of population," the letter continues.
"This has meant, among other
the State Board of Educational
things,
incn•asing the already
Finance" UNM will "have to
student-faculty
ratio, and an
high
eonsider .~eriously limiting
ent"ollment to match the budget,'' inability to schedule as many class
Ferrell Heady has once again sections as student demand
warned in his monthly president's warrants in certain courses."
letter.
Heady also said the University
must
develop new approaches to
Student enrollment in the educational
procedures to cope
"spring registration (period), just with the "divergent needs of
ended, shows an unexpectedly students." Commenting on
heavy enrollment gain-17 aspects of current problems facing
percent-over the previous year," universities highlighted in a recent
the letter says. However, UNM has Carnegie Commission Report on
"not yet found it necessary to Higher Education, Heady said: ·
turn away qualified students."
"Several of . . . (the
But, Heady adds, "the National Commission's) propositions-such
Association of State Universities as a general Bachelor of University
and Land Grant Colleges, which Studies degree which requires no
has 114 members (including major or minor, and Associate of
UNM), reports that a total of Arts or Science degrees for
90,000 qualified students have two-year programs--already have
been denied admission this year been initiated at UNM."
by members for lack of facilities
In his letter, Heady also said
and resources."
University construction required
The substantial enrollment to cope with the expanded
increase has added to the woes of student body has been slowed
UNM's over-burdened facilities. because of the inflationary rise in
"During the fall semester, we were construction materials and
forced to operate without curtailment by the federal
state-appropriated funds for government of its funding
approximately 1000 students, the assistance.
number by which actual
Up to now UNM has been able
enrollment exceeded the to avoid drastic action to cut
projection on which our construction because of a
appropriation was based.
long-range bond issue passed by
New
Mexico voters in 1966, he
"This is the second consecutive
year that we have been funded for said. But even with this 10 year
an enrollment substantially lower progt"am UNM has fallen nearly
than the actual student two years behind scheduled
construction.

House Gives Abortion Bill Un/avorable Report
A bill which would have limited
therapeutic abortions in New
Mexico was given a do not pass
recommendation by the HousP
C o r p o r a t i o n R a n d B a n ks
CommiLtet• yPsterd ay on a Sf.'Vt•n
to four vote.
Adoption of' tlw unfavorablP
commitl('<' n•port hy trw House
will kill. lhe bill.
Tlw · bill st.at!•d nn abOI'ticm
could be pttrfornwd only if
con limwd pregnancy would kill
thP mof.lwr, m· in eas(•s of rap<' or
inCPst,
Pr<'S<'nl N(•w M(•xic•o abortion
law allows an al>ortion to f>p
perfomwd not only to save tlw
mother's lifP, but also if
con LintJ<•d pr<•gnancy would
"gt'Nttly impair" Uw physical or

Friday, February 19, 1971

Vote 7-4 to Retain Present Law

mental health of the mother, if
the child tnigh t be born with a
birth defect, or in casPs of rapp or
incest.
Propont•nts of Lh<• hill,
introduced by Reps. Carol W.
'I'inkl't' (R-San Migupl) and Frl'd
Chavpz Jr. (D-Ikrn.), argut•d t.lw
present abortion law cloPs not
pt·ott•d lhP rights of llw unbom
child, and that it has n•sulted in
"dt• facto abortion on c!Pmand."
Ronald V, Dorn, an
Albuq tt<•t·que physician, ei!.ed
what lw call<'d tlw "catastrophic
resull.s" of th(• prt•sPnl abortion
Jaw, pass<•d in HlGD. B(•for(• Uwn
N<•w Mexico rt'cord!'d ()() to 70
abot'tions a Y<'ar, but now tlw
figmc is nim• abortions PN ewry
100 births, or about 2250

abortions a year, he said.
One opponent of the bill,
however, said those figures only
proved there was "a staggering
nePd" for therapeutic abortions itt
New M(•xiro.
Oth(•r proponents of th.., bill
argued abortion should not be
usPd as a means of birth control,
and that if a woman dews not
want to havt> a child,
t>ontrM't•ptiws art• availabl!'.
"Th1• argumt'tlt a woman
should haw tht• right to do
whalt>Wl' slw wants with lH'r body
is t.ht' et·y of lhe prostitut.t• and the
drug addict," mw mother of four
told thP comtnittet•.
RobPt'L Munsick, ehairman of
tiH' dt•pmtment of obstetrics and
gyne~ology at the UNM School of

Medicine, testified if the new law
were passed, we!J.to·do women
would go elsewhere for legal
abortions, but the poor would go
to a criminal abortionist where
they would have a 50 50 chance
of dying from the procedure.
"It is not a case of stopping
abortions. It is a casp of having
them done safely or Ullder highly
perilous conditions," added
Carlton All(~n. senior pastor of the
First United Pr<•sbytel'ian Chureh
in Alb uq ut•rq UP.
Thl' 'rinkt>r-Chavez bill defint•s
p:·t•gnancy as from the time of
co 11 Ct1 p ti on. The present law
defines pregnancy as from the
time there is an actual embryo in
the utt•rus,
"I do not believe we kill a

·''

mortal soul when we take a
three-month old bit of protoplasm
from a woman who did not want
it in the first place. But it is a
matter of pet•sonal belief," Allen
said,
Legal arguments also centered
around statutPs protecting an
unborn child's right to property.
Supporters of the bill said such
laws recognize an unborn child as
a human being, but opponents
contt-nded such laws were only
intended to guarantee a child
rights once it was born.
Tht• Senate Public Affairs
U ommittee last week killed a
measure which would have
removed all mention of abortion
from the state's criminal statutes
thereby making all abortions legal.'

